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The 90°-light scattering on domain walls was probed in various strontium barium niobatesSBNd
crystals for studies of the ferroelectric switching under pulsed fields. The validity of this optical
method is proved by a good agreement of the switching parameters deduced from optical scattering
data with those obtained with electric methods. Scanning of the scattering over the crystal bulk
revealed local specialities of the switching, particularly, a marked distribution of the domain wall
densityD along the polar axis with a maximum close to the negative electrode. In compliance with
thesein situ observations, the electro-optic coefficientrc reveals a position dependence in all SBN
crystals poled in the ferroelectric phase,rc decreasing from the positive to negative electrode. This
regularity is interpreted in terms of the domain density distributionDszd and accounted for by an
asymmetry of the domain nucleation.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1882772g

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric solid solutions like SrxBa1−xNb2O6 sSBNd
are of interest for optical applications due to their extremely
high electrooptical and relatively high nonlinear-optical
coefficients.1 These applications are markedly related to the
ferroelectric switching and the domain structure. In photore-
fractive holography the electric fixation of gratings is based
on the ferroelectric switchingse.g., Refs. 2–4d. Furthermore,
the ferroelectric switching forms the basis for the creation of
periodically-poled structures aimed for an optical frequency
conversion in the quasiphasematched QPM mode of opera-
tion. Several attempts of obtaining periodically-poled SBN
crystals were reported in literature.5,6 The known negative
features of SBN—an instability of its parameterssthe ageing
or fatigue effectd—also stem from a specific feature of the
polarization or switching processes.7–11 This specific behav-
ior of SBN is to a great extent a consequence of its relaxor
origin.12 All practical problems as well as fundamentals of
relaxor physics require studies of proper ferroelectric prop-
erties, particularly in the polarization mechanism. However,
for SBN there is minor information reported on these topics.
Measurements performed either by electrical7–9 or optical13

methods under quasistaticsslowly varyingd electric fields re-
vealed specific features caused by “freezing”8 or, the same,
“pinning”9 effects characteristic for relaxor ferroelectrics.
Macroscopically these fundamental effects appear as ex-
tremely slow relaxation of parameters, nonreproducibility
P–E loops in the course of repeated field cycling and the
absence of an unambiguous coercive field. Recently we in-
vestigated for the first time the polarizationsswitchingd of
SBN crystals under pulse fields10,11and found a very unusual

behavior, namely, anomalously long times of the polarization
reversal even atE@Ec and a pronounced difference in
switching characteristics of poly- and single-domain crystals.
In the present work we continued studies of the pulsed ferro-
electric switching in SBN crystals using an optical method
by measuring the dynamics of the 90°-light scattering on
domain walls, reported by us previously.14 This method
seems to be applicable to other ferroelectric crystals, too. It
provides a possibility to scan the switching process over the
crystal bulk, which permitted us to reveal local specialities of
switching, not detectable by integrating electric methods.
These optical data give an insight to some specifics of the
optical properties of this material. For example, on the base
of the domain density distribution deduced from scattering
measurements we propose an explanation for a spatial distri-
bution of electro-optic coefficients presented in the given
work.

II. BACKGROUND

In SBN crystals quasielastic 90°-scattering of a laser
beam propagating normally to the polar axis was formerly
reported.15,16 It may be undoubtedly attributed to the exis-
tence of domains, because the scattering intensity was the
largest in a poly-domain state and drastically decreased in a
poled state or at temperatures above the phase transition in
the paraelectric phase;16 the scattering intensity could be
modulated by applying a low-frequency sinusoidal field.15

Therefore, a field-induced variation of such light scattering
could provide a tool for studies of the ferroelectric switching.
The scattering is evidently due to inhomogeneities in refrac-
tive indicesni. As 180°-ferroelectric domains in SBN are
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optically equivalent, this scattering is related to domain
walls, which are areas of inhomogeneities in the dielectric
permittivity. Following Kawaiet al.17 we treat domain walls
as sandwichlike optical local inhomogeneities inni, so a
plane wave with a momentum vectorki propagating nor-
mally to the polar axis is partially reflected by a domain wall
in the directionkr =ki +2skiqmdqm, whereqm is the unit vector
describing the wall geometry. The reflected amplitude due to
a differential inhomogeneitydn and wall areadA can be
approximated as

dEr = EiukiuH
dn

2n
dA, s1d

whereH is the thickness of the wall corresponding todn sthe
approximation is valid forukiuH!1d. The total scattered in-
tensity is obtained by integratingdEr for a typical coherence
volume and then—incoherently—by integrating over the il-
luminated volume. Following Eq.s1d the complete intensity
of the 90°-light scattering is proportional to three parameters:
s1d the average domain wall thickness,s2d the typical mag-
nitude of the inhomogeneity ofn in the vicinity of the wall,
ands3d the total wall areasi.e., the number of domain walls,
or, the same, the number of domains in the illuminated vol-
umed. In its turn,dn varies with applied electric fields due to
the linear electro-optic effect. For a fieldE3 directed along
the polar axis and the wave vector orthogonal to it, for the
extraordinary beam the refractive indices in opposite 180°-
domains becomene

E= sne± 1
2ne

3r33E3d, wherene andne
E are the

initial and field-induced extraordinary indices, andr33 is the
associated e.o. coefficient. In a first approximation we at-
tribute the observed variations in the scattered intensity un-
der applied fields to variations in the domain densityD.
Field-induced changes inH are regarded as a second order
effect. A contribution from the electrooptic effect will be
commented below. The domain densityD controls several
parameters of the ferroelectric crystals, particularly the elec-
trooptic properties. As well known, in oxygen-octahedra fer-
roelectrics the linear electrooptic coefficients can be ex-
pressed as follows:18

r33 = 2g33Pse33e0, s2d

r13 = 2g13Pse33e0, s3d

wherePs is the spontaneous polarization,gij are the coeffi-
cients of the quadratic electro-optical effect in the paraelec-
tric centro-symmetrical phase. So, the values ofr ij are gov-
erned by the domain state of the crystal viaPs. Let an
elementary volume of the crystal bev and the volumes of
“1” and “2” domains bev+ and v−, respectively; thenv+

+v−=v, provided the domain wall thickness is much lesser
that the domain size. For example, a positive domain density
in a negative matrix isD+=v+/v and the linear electrooptic
coefficient is related to the degree of the total volume polar-
ization as r / r0=sv−−v+d /v swhere r0 corresponds to the
single-domain stated. One can derive a linear relation

r

r0
= 1 − 2D+, s4d

so electro-optic coefficients linearly decrease withD+. A re-
lated parameter, the half-wave voltage

Vl/2 =
l

rne
3

d

l
, s5d

whered andl are the linear sample dimensions, consequently
grows withD. Therefore, all variations of the values ofr ij or
Vl/2 in a given crystal may be interpreted in terms of the
domain density.

III. EXPERIMENT

Three SBN compositions were under study: SBN-0.75,
SBN-0.61, SBN-0.61:0.5 wt. % Ndsfurther referred to as
SBN:Ndd. The main reason for this choice is due to the fact
that recently we investigated the pulsed switching in the
same SBN compositions by means of measuring switching
currents.10,11 The values of the coercive fieldEc in these
compositions are different due to different phase transition
temperaturess52, 82, and 68 °C, respectively19d. The crys-
tals were grown by the modified Stepanov technique.20 The
samples under study were optically polished cubes of
xpypz=5p5p5 mm3 in size. In light scattering experiments
the beam from a He–Ne laser propagated normally to the
polar axisz along thex sor yd-axis and the scattered radiation
was registered in the orthogonal directiony sor xd. The inci-
dent laser beam was linearly polarized alongz; the scattered
beam was measured through an analyzer with the polariza-
tion also parallel toz si.e., extraordinary polarization for both
the incident and scattered wavesd. On this stage of investiga-
tion, only this configuration of observationXsZZdY for
YsZZdXg was used, therefore, the degree of depolarization of
the scattered beam was not measured yet. The incident beam
was focused onto the sample by a lens with a focal length of
60 mm. The intensity of the laser beam was attenuated to
approximately 0.05 W/cm2 in order to avoid any photocon-
ductive effect under applied fields. Only a small part of the
beam path cut by a diaphragm disposed directly behind the
crystal was imaged to a photomultiplier by another long-
focal lens. A low intensity of the propagating laser beam
permitted us to neglect the photoconductivity, so a uniform
voltage distribution over the crystal bulk was assured. The
intensity was measured with an uncertainty of 8%. We stud-
ied the behavior of the scattering intensity under external
field pulses applied along thez-axis. Field pulses with a rise
time less than 1ms and a duration in the range from
0.4 to 20 ms were used. In this range the results do not de-
pend on the pulse duration.

Electro-optic properties of SBN crystals were measured
with the aid of a dynamical method with a phase sensitivity
of 2p10−6. The signal was excited by an ac-measuring field
with an amplitude of 6 V/cm and a frequency of 1000 Hz
scase of an unclamped crystald. For the used transverse ge-
ometry sEiz,k'zd the measured electro-optic coefficient
was
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rc = r33 − Sno

ne
D3

r13. s6d

All measurements have been performed at room temperature
with an accuracy of 10% forrc. To obtain spatial distribu-
tions of the light-scattering or electro-optic coefficients we
probed the crystal bulk with the focused laser beam of
0.1 mm in diameter.

IV. 90°-LIGHT SCATTERING AS A TOOL FOR
STUDIES OF FERROELECTRIC SWITCHING

A. Scattering kinetics under field pulses

Figure 1 shows examples of two typical scattering
flashes of electric pulses on a SBN-0.75 sample. It should be
emphasized that forE=0 in both polydomain and poled
s“single-domain”d SBN crystals a nonzero scattering inten-
sity sa “background”Ibd exists. It may be due to a variety of
origins, for example, to growth layers,21 and only partially to
domains. Below in terms of domain evolutions, we discuss a
change of the scattered intensityDI = Is− Ib sa “flash”d under
an applied field pulse. A flash of the beam trace within the
crystal bulk under a high field may be so luminous that it is
detected by naked eyes. Below we denote by +I or −I, re-
spectively, an increase or decrease of the scattering intensity
with respect to an initialIb. All experiments were performed
by means of applying in turn pulse trains of opposite polari-
ties with increasing amplitudesssee the inset in Fig. 1d.

The temporal dependenceDIstd sthe curves with markers
in Fig. 1d is essentially retarded with respect to the front of
the field pulse, which means that a contribution from the
electrooptic effectsdn=−1

2ne
3r33E3d is negligible, otherwise

the scattering response would raise synchronically with the
field. Therefore, the kinetics ofDIstd are related to domain
evolutions. In ferroelectrics the kinetics of pulsed switching
are characterized by a switching time, which corresponds to
a drop down the switching current by 90% of its peak
value.22,23For our study we defined it as a characteristic time
for DIstd reaching a saturation under a given pulse amplitude
sFig. 1d. Fitting the measuredDIstd by a function

DIstd = dIsatF1 − expS− t

ts
DG s7d

we can derive the parametersts and their dependence onE.
An example of approximatingDIstd by this exponential func-
tion is shown by the solid line in Fig. 1. Figure 2 presents the
field dependencetssEd in an initially polydomain sample
SBN-0.75 obtained from a set of curvesDIstd under applying
a pulse train. The values ofts stens of microsecondsd are in a
satisfactory agreement with switching times observed in the
same crystal by the switching current method.10,11

The inverse parametervssEd~ts
−1sEd shown in the inset

in Fig. 2 has the meaning of a switching velocity. Its field
dependence at moderate fields often obeys an exponential
law ts

−1=A exps−sEa/Edd reported earlier.22,23 A fit to the
measured values ofts

−1—shown as a line in the inset in Fig.
2—yields A=s5.4±0.4d104 s−1 and Ea=s5.1±0.5d kV/cm.
The latter value characterizing an “activation field” for
switching is reasonable and close to the values ofEa found in
other ferroelectrics, such as BaTiO3 and TGS.23 Here we
should dwell on a fundamental divergence of the switching
process in SBN crystals from the model scenario.22,23 In
model ferroelectrics under a field pulseE.Ec a switched
charge approaches the spontaneous polarization,Qs→Ps, so
during the switching time a crystal becomes practically
single-domain. In contrast, in SBN crystalsQs practically
never achievesPs under a short field pulse,10,11 because the
total polarization reversal requires times being larger by or-
ders of magnitude. Thus, under our experimental conditions
after applying a pulseE.Emax the selected crystal volume is
poled to a small extent onlysQs! Psd, and ts describes a
partial switching. That is why in the case of pulse switching
of a polydomain crystal characterized by Fig. 1 and Fig. 2
and below by Fig. 3, the background intensityIb is practi-
cally unchanged after applying a pulse train.

B. Field dependencies of light scattering in poly- and
single domain crystals

We continue with a discussion of the field dependence of
scattering intensities, i.e. of the domain density. First, we
present and discuss the scattering data in poly-domain SBN
crystals. Figures 3sad–3scd present the field dependencies of

FIG. 1. The thin steplike curves show the risetime of the pulses inms. The
time evolution of the corresponding scattering intensitiessscattering kinet-
icsd is given by the markers. The solid line close to the upper curve repre-
sents a fit of the experimental data with an exponential function according to
Eq. s7d. The inset shows the used field pulse train in a ms time scale.

FIG. 2. Switching timest and switching velocitiest−1 as a function of the
field amplitude in a polydomain SBN-0.75. The line in the inset represents a
fit to ts

−1=A exps−sEa/Edd with A=s5.4±0.4d104 s−1 and Ea

=s5.1±0.5d kV/cm.
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the scattering intensitiesDIsEd in SBN-0.61, SBN-0.75, and
SBN-Nd crystals observed under field pulses of two opposite
polarities. The right and left branches in all curvesDIsEd
shown below correspond to the field signs “1” and “2,”
respectively, uniquely settled in the laboratory coordinates.
Prior to apply a field pulse train of any polarity, the crystal
was annealed atT.Tc and cooled slowly to room tempera-
ture. This means that +E and −E branches ofDIsEd curves
were measured under identical conditions starting from a
polydomain state.

The dependenciesDIsEd in all compositions are qualita-
tively very similar. However, in SBN:Nd the scattering in-
tensity is essentially lower than in undoped samples. Partly it
may be assigned to different optical absorptionssfor l
=633 nm,a=0.03 and 0.3 cm−1 in SBN and SBN:Nd, re-
spectivelyd, however, more likely it is related to a difference
either of the domain density, or the domain wall thickness.
The following common features may be recognized in the
curvesDIsEd in the crystals under study:s1d in the range of
relatively low fields of both signs,DI only very slightly var-
ies with E; s2d at certainE values depending on the compo-
sition, DI increases rather sharply withE, passes over a
maximum atEmax and then comes to a low saturation value;
s3d the curves are asymmetrical, namely, in a given crystal
the values ofEmax and peaksDI are different for the two field
polarities. In the language of ferroelectricity the curves in
Fig. 3 may be interpreted as a weak switchingsor polariza-
tion processd under fields approximately within 1–2 kV/cm,

an acceleration of switching in the ranges close toEmax and
then a saturation of a remnant polarization atE.Emax. Thus,
the values ofEmax should correlate to the coercive fieldEc.
This is corroborated by a higheruEmaxu in SBN-0.61 than in
SBN-0.75. A negative slope ofDIsEd at E.Emax reflects the
switched charge saturationQs, thus a decrease of the domain
density. Different absolute values ofEmax

+ andEmax
− and dif-

ferent peak intensities ofDI for +E and −E branches in a
given crystal characterize a unipolarity, i.e., a preferential
direction of Ps in a crystal on a whole or at a given crystal
position.

To justify this interpretation, in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd we
presentP–E hysteresis loops obtained in the same samples
in a quasi-static regime with a cycling loop of about 2 h. The
observed specific features of theP–E hysteresis, namely,
open loops and a non-coincidence of their trajectories on
several first cycles is characteristic for all SBN crystals. It
was detected by various methods7–9,13 and accounted for by
freezing or pinning effects. Averaged values ofEc estimated
from severalP–E cycles after the start for SBN-0.75 and
SBN-0.61 ares1.5±0.3d ands2.5±0.5d kV/cm, respectively,
being in reasonable agreement with averaged values ofuEmaxu
s2 and 3 kV/cm, respectivelyd. The degree of the unipolarity
determined from theP–E hysteresis loops is characterized
by a bias fieldEb=suE1−E2ud /2 swhereE1 andE2 are coer-
cive fields corresponding to the left and right halves of the
loopd. Averaged values ofEb are 0.15 and 0.3 kV/cm in
SBN-0.75 and SBN-0.61, respectively. For the optical curves
DIsEd we define a bias field in a similar wayEb=suEmax

+

−Emax
− ud /2, which givesEb=0.3 kV/cm and 0.4 kV/cm for

SBN-0.75 and SBN-0.61, respectively. These values are in
reasonable agreement with dielectric results. The values of
E1,2 in P–E loops slightly differ fromEmax

± in DIsEd curves
because of different conditions of measurements and evalu-
ation. The existence of an unipolarity in a polydomainsther-
mally de-poledd SBN crystal is supported by electrical
measurements.8

We now shortly present results in a single-domain crys-
tal. Figure 4 showsDIsEd curves obtained in a sample SBN-
0.75 poled by cooling fromT.Tc to room temperature un-
der a dc-field Ep=−1.2 kV/cm. First, the positive
srepolarizingd pulse train was applied to the crystalfthe right

FIG. 3. Light scattering intensities as a function of the field amplitude in
polydomain crystals SBN-0.61sad, SBN-0.75 sbd, and SBN-0.61:Ndscd.
The sign of the field is settled in the laboratory coordinate system. The insets
show P–E loops obtained under quasistatic fields in the same crystals, la-
bels 1, 2, 3 denote successive field cycling.

FIG. 4. Light scattering intensity as a function of the field amplitude in a
single-domain SBN-0.75 crystal. After poling the crystal with a negative
Ep=−1.2 kV/cm, a positivesrepolarizingd pulse train was applied yielding
the right branch. Afterwards a negative pulse train was applied resulting in
the left branch.
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branch of theDIsEd curveg. As seen,DIs+Ed progressively
grows with no saturation or maxima. This indicates that un-
der repolarizing fields the crystal becomes depoled, the de-
gree of depoling increasing with the pulse amplitude. No
total reversal ofPs occurs, otherwiseDIs+Ed would pass
over a maximum or tend to saturate. This is consistent with
the data on switching currents,10,11 which evidenced a minor
switching of single-domain SBN crystals under repolarizing
short pulses. After applying a positive field train, a negative
train coincident withEp was appliedsthe left branch of the
curve in Fig. 4d. One may see a maximum in the curveDI
s−Ed with a following decrease ofIb to zero atuEu. uEmaxu.
This means that the crystal, partially depoled by +E pulses, is
now restored to its single-domain state. We mention that in a
single-domain state the background scatteringIb is strongly
decreased compared to the poly-domain one after applying
field pulses.

C. Spatial variations in the ferroelectric switching

Now we show an example of a local speciality of ferro-
electric switching, which was observed by scanning the bulk,
and hence not found by integrating electrical methods. The
field dependenciesDIsEd presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4sin
poly and single domain state, respectivelyd with a small scat-
ter in the values ofEmax

± are qualitatively similar in any re-
gion of a given crystal apart from the electrodes. However,
when approaching them, the curvesDIsEd become qualita-
tively different. Figure 5s1d and s2d presentDIsEd obtained
in a polydomain SBN-0.75 samplefthe same as in Fig. 3sbdg
in spots adjacent to electrodes, approximately 0.1 mm apart
from the upper and lower ones, respectivelysthe upper inset
in Fig. 5d. Both branches of these curves were obtained again
after a preliminary annealing of the crystal in the paraelectric
phase. These edge-related dependenciesDIsEd show a pro-
nounced asymmetry of the branchesDIs−Ed and DIs+Ed.
When a positive potential is applied to a given electrode
sright branches of the curves in Fig. 5 1,2d, the dependence
DIs+Ed is similar toDIs±Ed apart from electrodes, it shows a
maximum atEmax

+ coinciding with the averageEmax
± in the

bulk and comes to a low saturation level atE.Emax
+ . In

contrast, if a negative potential is applied to the same elec-
trodesleft branches of the curvesd, thenDI after passing over
a slight maximum, gradually increases withE without tend-
ing to saturate. It should be emphasized that these dependen-

cies unambiguously correlate with the polarity of the elec-
trode: a gradual increase ofDIsEd in a polydomain crystal is
always observed close to the negative electrode. This means
that with increasing field amplitude, the domain density is
growing at the negative electrode only and becomes nonuni-
formly distributed along the polar axis. The possible expla-
nation of this nonuniformity is a preferential domain nucle-
ation at the negative electrode and subsequent evolution of
domains in the region adjacent to it, whereas the positive
electrode is inactive. Such a nonequiprobability of the do-
main nucleation is not unique, for example, a preferential
domain nucleation was also observed at the negative elec-
trode in LiNbO3.

24 In SBN it might be related to the above
mentioned unipolarity, inherent to a polydomain relaxor
ferroelectric.

For SBN crystals needlelike domainssfourfold pyra-
mides with an angle by vertices of about 0.5°–1°d are char-
acteristic with lengths up to 0.5–1 mm and several microns
for the cross section.25–27 Under external fields the stage of
the frontal growth of these needles is very pronounced,27

whereas a coalescence via the side domain wall movement
typical for model ferroelectrics22,23 is weakened. One may
imagine that in SBN crystal close to the negative electrode a
pattern of these small needles is accumulated, which cannot
grow through the crystal bulk during short field pulses.

D. Discussion

The switching parametersscoercive and bias fields,
switching times and velocitiesd estimated from the data on
the light scattering are in a good agreement with the results
of conventional electrical methods. Therefore, 90°-light scat-
tering is an appropriate tool for studies in the ferroelectric
switching. The details of switching, particularly a different
switching in a poly and single-domain state detected from
the optical data, are consistent with the specific switching
scenario in SBN proposed on the base of electrical
studies.7–11 The scattering method offers advantages over
electrical measurements, first because it provides a possibil-
ity of spatial scanning over the crystal bulk. Due to this we
revealed, for example, a speciality in a coordinate depen-
dence of the switching, namely an enhanced domain density
near the negative electrode. The second advantage is a good
time resolution of the scattering signal, which exceeds the
resolution of the switching current method, limited by a rela-
tively high capacity of SBN crystalsse,103–104d. The
method is nondestructive, because it requires the use of very
weak light intensities which cannot affect the switching
properties, hence the method provides certain advantages
over related optical methods, such as field-induced switching
of the two-beam coupling gainG sRefs. 13 and 28d or of the
“fanning.”29 The latter methods can be realized in photore-
fractive crystals only and their resolution is limited by rather
long Maxwell relaxation times. Note that the fanning effect
in photorefractive crystalssa photoinduced light scattering
caused by a nonlinear coupling of the transmitted light-wave
with the scattered onesd requires a seed or primary light scat-

FIG. 5. Light scattering intensities as a function of the field amplitude in the
vicinity of electrodess1, the upper; 2, the lowerd in a polydomain SBN-0.75
crystal. The upper inset represents schematically the layout of the sample.
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tering se.g., Ref. 30d, whose most probable origin in SBN
crystals could be the light scattering on domain walls dis-
cussed in the present work.

The domain wall induced light scattering is obviously
common for a wide group of ferroelectric crystals. For ex-
ample, a stationary light scattering at domains was also ob-
served in Gd2MoO4 sRef. 31d and Sn2P2S6.

32 In SBN crystals
this effect is very pronounced, perhaps because of a rela-
tively large thickness of a domain wall, or, to be precise, of a
perturbed layer adjacent to it. A possible reason may be ei-
ther an elastic strain or a space-charge field in the vicinity of
the domain wall. These would lead to a high inhomogeneity
in the refractive indices or even to an appearance of a bire-
fringence via the elasto- or electro-optic effects, respectively.
For example, elastic strains of the order of 10−4 were de-
tected in the vicinity of domain walls in switched LiNbO3

crystals.33,34 A large elastic strain at a moving domain wall
may be specific for ferroelectric crystals with a high piezo-
electric effect; in SBN the latter is even higher than in
LiNbO3 fe.g., d33=140·10−12 C/N sRef. 35d and
,20·10−12 C/N, respectivelyg. From this point of view the
presented technique of measuring the domain wall induced
light scattering, could be suitable for studies of the switching
in LiNbO3, too. A space-charge field arises, if the domain
wall is inclined with regard toPs, which is realized in
SBN.25–27

V. COORDINATE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRO-
OPTIC COEFFICIENTS IN SBN CRYSTALS AND
ITS RELATION TO A DISTINCT BEHAVIOR
OF FERROELECTRIC SWITCHING

A spatial nonuniformity of the domain density under ap-
plied fields discussed above gives an insight into a specific of
the electrooptic effect in SBN crystals described below. Fig-
ure 6 exemplifies the coordinate dependencies ofrc mea-
sured along the polar axis in a poled SBN-0.61 sample. The
experimental values ofrc are normalized to the maximum
value r0 fsee Eq.4g achieved in the given crystalsthus ap-
proaching one in the single-domain stated. The two presented
rcszd plots were obtained after poling the crystal at room
temperature by applying fields of opposite polarities and
equal amplitudes. In the given case the poling fields were
uEpu=5.6.Ec=s2–2.6d kV/cm. Before poling, the crystal

was every time brought to the polydomain state by annealing
it in the paraelectric phase. Solid lines in Fig. 6 present a fit
of the experimental data to linear functions. One may see
that the slopercszd in the laboratory coordinates is reversed
after a change of the poling field sign. Therefore, this slope is
controlled by the sign of the poling field rather than by pos-
sible growth reasons, for example, a compositional variation
along the growth axis. The slope ofrcszd is always unam-
biguously settled by the polarity of the electrode, namely,rc

shows a minimum close to the negative electrode and
smoothly increases when scanning towards the positive one.
In the crystals, whereVl/2szd instead ofrcszd was scanned,
the data are qualitatively the same, namely after poling at
room temperatureVl/2 has its maximum close to the negative
electrode. These regularities persist even after a very long
poling, they were found in a variety of SBN crystalsfe.g.,
SBN-0.75, SBN-0.61, SBN-0.61:Cr, SBN-0.61:Ce, SBN
-0.61:sCe+Ladg. Coordinate dependencies ofrcszd are repro-
ducible provided that prior to applying a poling field, the
sample was brought to an initial poly-domain state. In more
detail it is described in Ref. 36. Note that a nonuniformity of
the electro-optic coefficient within the crystal bulk may be
responsible for certain scatter ofr ij values in the literature.
An almost linear plot ofrcszd sFig. 6d may account for an
effect of scanning of a laser beam under external fields in
SBN crystals reported recently.37

We now discuss the electro-optic data in terms of the
domain density. According to Eq.s4d a spatial distribution of
rcszd means that after poling in the ferroelectric phase, a
stable smooth distribution of a residual domain density along
the polar axis is formed in the crystal. The maximum ofDszd
is always adjacent to the negative electrode, decreasing
smoothly towards the positive one. This type of distribution
correlates qualitatively toDszd observedin situ under applied
fields ssee Sec. IV Cd, the coordinate dependencies both of
them revealing an increased domain density near the nega-
tive electrode. If extending this assumption of a polarity of
the preferential domain nucleation and taking into account a
weakened stage of their coalescence, one may conclude that
even after a very long field application in the ferroelectric
phase certain domain density still persists close to the nega-
tive electrode. In other words, poling this crystal in the ferro-
electric phase does not produce a uniform single-domain
state and the distribution of the electro-optic coefficient can-
not be completely smoothed.

VI. SUMMARY

In SBN crystals an essential 90°-scattering of light
propagating normally to the polar axis is observed. The scat-
tering centers are domain walls. In a first approximation, the
scattering intensity under applying fields is controlled by the
domain wall density. Studies in this scattering under applied
fields provide a convenient tool for studies in the pulsed
ferroelectric switching. This was concluded from a good
agreement of the switching parameters estimated from field
and temporal dependencies of the scattering intensity with
the data of the electrical measurements. The scattering data
fit well in the scenario of the pulsed switching of SBN pro-

FIG. 6. The distributions of the electro-optic coefficientrc along the polar
axis in a SBN-0.61 sample poled by two fields of the opposite polarities at
room temperature. The negativesupper plotd and a positiveslower plotd
polarities are fixed in the laboratory coordinates.
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posed recently on the base of the switching currents ana-
lyzed. The method permits uses to particularly scan the ferro-
electric switching within the crystal bulk. In poly-domain
SBN crystals, a nonuniform distribution of the domain den-
sity D under applying fields was found indicating a preferred
domain nucleation at the negative electrode. The domain
density distribution correlates to a spatial distribution of the
electro-optic coefficientr ijszd observed in SBN crystals after
poling in the ferroelectric phase. In agreement with the dis-
tribution Dszd deduced from the scattering experiments,r ij

smoothly decreases from the positive to negative electrode.
The domain wall induced light scattering seems to be appro-
priate for studies in switching in other ferroelectric crystals.
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